MATERIAL GUIDE

Customize your CliX Tables by choosing from the different colors and finishes available. Simply choose your preferred design combination by inserting the corresponding letter to its designated space as demonstrated below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item code</th>
<th>Design combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-####-##</td>
<td>TOP SEGMENT XX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMPLE:

C-CVR-01- W B XX =

Nero Marquina Marble BHP
Grey Slate BHP
Bengal Mango Wood BHP
Brushed Stainless Steel
Brushed Brass
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A PROFESSIONAL  
FOOD & BEVERAGE  
FURNITURE COMPANY

WE PUSH  
THE CREATIVE ENVELOPE  
OF FUNCTION AND INNOVATION.
BORN FROM AN INTERDISCIPLINARY PASSION FOR **Design x Food**

Mogogo is led by designers and chefs that are driven by the desire to introduce new, beautiful, and functional products to the market, with an environmentally friendly philosophy in mind.
ABOUT CLI X COLLECTION

Like everything designed by Mogogo, CliX is both functional and beautiful, all while making the lives of our customers a little bit easier. CliX is inspired by the existing strengths of Mogogo’s modular buffet furniture while further exploring versatility and adaptability. From these two function-defining parameters came our patent-pending quick-lock mechanism. One click to attach and one twist to detach, CliX delivers a product that is easy to assemble and store.

Available in three different heights as well as three tabletop shapes each with three different finishes, CliX is another part of our quest to produce tools for professionals that combine maximum functionality with a refined design aesthetic.

CliX Tables redefine aesthetic and functional standards in the realm of F&B catering.
MATERIALS

CliX tops are made of our innovative BHP material. BHP is a newly composed material that arrived after two years of intense R&D. It merges layers of High-Pressure Laminate with a Vertical Bamboo core (Mogogo’s expertise) creating a lighter yet durable panel that offers new textures and colors. This new material combines the advantages of both bamboo and HPL, perfect for the ever-changing needs of the hospitality industry. Available in a variety of finishes that resemble natural materials such as Grey Slate, Nero Marquina Marble, and Bengali Mango Wood (1-3), CliX makes it easy to match with any event and decor.

The innovative bamboo core of the BHP goes in line with Mogogo’s sustainability motto while the HPL’s outer coating is durable for different environments, hygienic, and easy to clean.

CliX bases come in 2 modern chic finishes—brushed stainless steel (4) and brushed brass (5).
HOW IT WORKS

Our unique patent-pending quick-lock mechanism and universal base, for the CliX Tables collection, makes it easy to store, assemble, and disassemble: one click to attach and one twist to detach. With a multiplicity of tabletop/base combinations to choose from, CliX Tables provide you with an unprecedented array of display options. CliX Collection offers a variability of tabletop shapes and materials, as well as different base heights and finishes giving you the freedom to create an interesting visual landscape.

CliX Tables are an elegant design solution for any F&B operation. When you combine form and function, it just CliX.
10 SECOND ASSEMBLY

CLiX H30 WITH ROUND TOP

10 SECOND DISASSEMBLY

MIX AND MATCH

EASY AS 1, 2, CLiX.
CliX’s versatility allows for multiple color combinations, perfect for creating different vibes that are easily adaptable in multiple environments.
Mix Nero Marquina Marble finish with brass for an elegant, classy look, while Grey Slate with stainless gives it a more modern and sleek feel.
H30" RECTANGLE TABLE  C-CVG-01-WBXX  \  H42" SQUARE TABLE  C-CZS-01-WBXX
(shown with optional Square BHP bottom shelves in a Bengali Mango Wood finish)
H30" SQUARE TABLE  C-CVS-01-MSXX

H30" TABLES

CliX H30 embodies the most popular height for Catering Tables.

Standard in height, but not in design: CliX H30 instantly elevates the event atmosphere to something quite sophisticated and chic.

Available in round, square, and rectangle tabletops, CliX H30 is an essential piece for any high end or laid back catering events; adding the perfect twist that clicks.
**H30” ROUND TABLE**
Clix H30” | 76cm Base with a Round BHP top.
Food displays will be at a whole other level with the Clix catering tables.
C.-CVR-01- G B XX

**H30” SQUARE TABLE**
Clix H30” | 76cm Base with a Square BHP top.
With these Clix tables, put together an events’ buffet in just seconds.
C.-CVS-01- M S XX
H30” RECTANGLE TABLE

CliX H30” | 76cm Base with a Rectangle BHP top.
Showcase delicious food on a larger and elegant CliX Table.

C-CVG-01- W S XX
**H36” SQUARE TABLE**  C-CYS-01-MSXX
(shown with optional Square BHP bottom shelf in a Nero Marquina Marble finish)

**H30” ROUND TABLE**  C-CVR-01-GSXX
(shown with optional Round BHP bottom shelf in a Grey Slate finish)
CliX H36 serves as the perfect intermediate between a Bar and Dining Table height.

Created to add further vertical diversity, it is a great addition to its other catering companions.

Available in round, square, and rectangle tabletops, CliX H36 completes the vision of a diverse and surprising visual landscape for any event.
H36" ROUND TABLE
CliX H36" | 91cm Base with a Round BHP top.
Smoothly gather guests around CliX tables at any event.
C-CYR-01- M S XX

H36" SQUARE TABLE
CliX H36" | 91cm Base with a Square BHP top.
Easily mobile and light, the CliX are perfect for ever-changing events.
C-CYS-01- W B XX
H36" RECTANGLE TABLE

CliX H36" | 91cm Base with a Rectangle BHP top.
This CliX rectangular shape allows for multiple food displays and options.

C-CYG-01- G S XX
H42” SQUARE TABLE  C-CZS-01-WBXX

(shown with optional Square BHP bottom shelf in a Bengali Mango Wood finish)
H42" TABLES

CliX H42 is a high and lightweight catering table, perfect as a High-Boy Bar Table or simply used as a Display table.

Ten seconds to assemble, ten seconds to disassemble, discover a new dimension of functionality with our patent pending mechanism.

Available in round, square, and rectangle tabletops, CliX H42 will upgrade any catering space into a high-end-design social environment.
**H42" ROUND TABLE**

Clix H42" | 106cm Base with a Round BHP top. Scatter these Clix tables around the venue to present different finger foods and cocktails.

C-CZR-01- G S XX

---

**H42" SQUARE TABLE**

Clix H42" | 106cm Base with a Square BHP top. Quickly set the atmosphere of any event with these stunning tables.

C-CZS-01- W S XX
H42" RECTANGLE TABLE

CliX H42" | 106cm Base with a Rectangle BHP top.
The ideal CliX table for larger buffet spreads and food displays.

C-CZG-01- M B XX
DAY & NIGHT
CliX tables can help serve guests by the poolside in the morning, as well as gathering them around elegant bar tables in ballroom evening events.
H42" ROUND TABLE C-CZR-01-MBXX
(shown with optional Round BHP bottom shelf in a Nero Marquina Marble finish)

H42" SQUARE TABLE C-CZS-01-MBXX
(shown with optional Square BHP bottom shelf in a Nero Marquina Marble finish)
Mogogo’s utility carts are designed for your convenience and mobility and are an integral part of the CliX system as they make storing and assembling the tables easy. Whether it is to pull out the tabletops, to push them through the halls, or get in and out of elevators, they make the behind the scenes of your time-sensitive events easier and give you an extra push on productivity.

**TRANSFER & STORAGE CARTS**

**LEG TRANSFER AND STORAGE CART**
L55.5" W31" H50"
L141cm W79cm H127.5cm
holds up to 16 folded CliX legs

C-UUX-02-XXXX

**LARGE PLATE TRANSFER AND STORAGE CART**
L86.5" W31" H36.5"
L220cm W79cm H92.5cm
holds up to 18 CliX rectangle tops

C-UUX-03-XXXX

**ROUND / SQUARE TOP TRANSFER AND STORAGE CART**
L40" W31" H61"
L101cm W79cm H155cm
holds up to 16 CliX round/square tops

C-UUX-04-XXXX
ROUND / SQUARE TOP TRANSFER AND STORAGE CART C-UUX-04-XXXX
Mogogo’s CliX Catering Tables Collection offers endless combinations with only two basic elements at its core: Tabletop and Base.

Tabletops are available in three shapes and three different materials. Table bases are available in three heights and two stunning finishes. Bottom shelves are available in two shapes to add extra storage or display space.

Delivering on our promise of high functionality and diversity, the CliX Collection reveals a new paramount in product design for hospitality.
BASES

30" BASE
H30" | H76cm

36" BASE
H36" | H91cm

42" BASE
H42" | H106cm

S-CLX-SS-01  S-CLX-BR-01
S-CLX-SS-02  S-CLX-BR-02
S-CLX-SS-03  S-CLX-BR-03

Brushed Stainless Steel  Brushed Brass
### TOPS

**RECTANGLE BHP TOP**  
L72'' W30'' | L182cm W76cm

- S-CXT-HW-01
- S-CXT-HG-01
- S-CXT-HB-01

**ROUND BHP TOP**  
Ø30'' | Ø76cm

- S-CXT-HW-02
- S-CXT-HG-02
- S-CXT-HB-02

**SQUARE BHP TOP**  
30'' | 76cm

- S-CXT-HW-03
- S-CXT-HG-03
- S-CXT-HB-03

### SHELVES

**ROUND BHP BOTTOM SHELF**  
Ø18.5'' | Ø47cm

- S-CXB-HW-01
- S-CXB-HG-01
- S-CXB-HB-01

**SQUARE BHP BOTTOM SHELF**  
14'' | 36cm

- S-CXB-HW-02
- S-CXB-HG-02
- S-CXB-HB-02
More configurations can be found on our website. Dimensions are approximated due to conversions. The entire content is subject to misprints and errors.

Art-No. MCC-UK2019-01

EXAMPLE:

TOP SEGMENT

Nero Marquina Marble BHP
Brushed Stainless Steel

Bengali Mango Wood BHP

M S W

Grey Slate BHP Brushed Brass

G B

MATERIAL GUIDE

Customize your CliX Tables by choosing from the different colors and finishes available. Simply choose your preferred design combination by inserting the corresponding letter to its designated space as demonstrated below.

C-###-##

Item code

C-CVR-01-WBXX
C-CVR-01-GBXX
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More configurations can be found on our website.
Dimensions are approximated due to conversions.
The entire content is subject to misprints and errors.
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CHECK OUT OUR OTHER COLLECTIONS

www.mogogo-buffet.com
info@mogogo-buffet.com

www.steelite.com
facebook.com/steeliteinternationalEMEA
twitter.com/SteeliteEMEA
instagram.com/steelite_emea

CHECK OUT OUR OTHER COLLECTIONS

PoLo TABLES
Modular SYSTEM
RollIn SUPER CARTS